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Multimodal (inter)action analysis

• Theoretical foundations (Scollon, 1998, 2001; Wertsch 1998; Norris, 
2019)

• All actions are identity-telling (Scollon, 1997; Norris, 2011)
• Origins in:

• socio-cultural psychology (Wertsch, 1998) 
• sociology (Goffmann, 1959, 1963, 1974, 1981)
• interactional sociolinguistics and discourse analysis (Gumperz 1982; Tannen, 

1984; Schifrin, 1987; Hamilton, 1998)
• social semiotics (Kress and Van Leeuwen 1996, 2001; Van Leeuwen 1999)

• First developed by Norris (2002)



Multimodal (inter)action analysis

• Identity elements
• Layers of discourse
• Site of engagement



Identity Elements
(Norris, 2002, 2011, 2020)



Identity Elements

• Identity elements are produced through the performance of actions 
and interactions

• Identity elements can be produced simultaneously (horizontally)
• Identity elements are also layered (vertically):

• Central layer of discourse – the concrete action being performed
• Intermediary layer of discourse – the concrete mediate action produced in 

connection to the social actor’s networks
• Outer layer of discourse – the concrete mediated action produced by the 

social actor in connection with concrete institutions



Layers of discourse
(Norris, 2002, 2011, 2020)



Layers of discourse

• Central layer of discourse - a concrete mediated action being 
produced by a social actor

• Intermediary layer of discourse - a concrete mediated action being 
produced by a social actor in connection with their social networks

• Outer layer of discourse - a concrete mediated action produced by 
the social actor in connection with concrete institutions and society 
that the social actor is a part of
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from central (a concrete mediated action being produced by a social actor) to intermediary (a concrete mediated action being produced by a social actor in connection with their social networks) and the outer layer of discourse (a concrete mediated action produced by the social actor in connection with concrete institutions and society that the social actor is a part of). The concrete mediated action is the same for all three layers, but the way the action is connected to the social actor themselves, their networks and the institutions that they belong to, differ. 



Layers of discourse
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Site of engagement
(Scollon, 1998, 2001; Norris & Jones2005; Norris, 2002, 2011, 2019, 2020)



Site of engagement

PracticesDiscourses



Site of engagement

Practices
Discourses =
Practices with an institutional 
or ideological dimension
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An illustration
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This example is taken from a larger ethnographically informed study of six Māori and Pacific artists in New Zealand. The study entailed observations, video data of the participants‘ art productions, as well as video recorded interviews. Here, we exemplify our methodology by use of excerpts from one of our participants. We examine an excerpt of her interview, where she reflects on emigrating to New Zealand and the tensions she experienced between the outer and intermediary layers of discourse that shaped her general and continuous Māori identity elements. We zoom into particular instances of larger multimodal transcripts, showing the particular images again in order to facilitate detailed readings of the multimodal complexity. 



Conflict between continuous and general 
identity element 
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